Course Outcomes Guide #4

Course Title: TRK 115 Commercial Transportation: Skills Application

Course Instructor(s): Staff

Programs: Commercial Vehicle Transportation

Expected Learning Outcomes
- Students must maneuver CMV
- Identify individual systems on CMV
- Students must apply defensive driving techniques

Assessment (How do students demonstrate achievement of these outcomes?)
- Students are required to complete multiple successful range evaluations
- Complete safe on road driving sessions, demonstrating techniques learned TRK 110

Validation (What methods are used to validate your assessment?)
A minimum of three road successful evaluations
A minimum of three successful range evaluations

Results (What do the data show?)
- 97.2% pass rate

Follow-up (How have you used the data to improve student learning?)
Skills evaluations are a D.O.T. are a federal requirement for licensure (CDL )

Budget Justification
(What resources are necessary to improve student learning?)
Classrooms
Commercial motor vehicles
Commercial driving range
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